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On the market: consumption and material culture in
modern Chinese Buddhism

Francesca Tarocco*

NYU Shanghai Research Institute, Science Building A303, East China Normal University, 3663
Zhong Shan Bei Road, Shanghai, China 200062

ABSTRACT For many Chinese speakers in China and elsewhere, experiencing
or connecting with matters of religion often includes mediation through or
with material objects. Such mediation is readily accessible to larger and larger
audiences and often occurs through the consumption of religious material
goods, thanks also to media technologies and the Internet. In this article, the
author seeks to complicate the notion that the production and consumption of
novel Buddhist religious goods can be analyzed solely in terms of ‘market
theory.’ While on the one hand the author shows that Buddhist technologies
of salvation are historically associated with materiality, she also contends that
the ‘aura’ of Buddhist-inspired modern religious goods – in the spirit of
Walter Benjamin’s essay ‘On Some Motifs in Baudelaire’ (1939) – is not so
much effaced as it is reconfigured and transformed by technological mediations.

KEY WORDS Chinese Buddhism; religious goods; media and religion;
consumption

For many people, experiencing or connecting with matters of religion includes
mediation through or with material objects or religious goods. In modern China,
such mediation, often intensely personal, is readily accessible to larger and larger
audiences. But what religious goods are consumed and who consumes them? At
the more general level, a growing body of evidence suggests that religious goods
are reaching millions of Chinese and Sinitic-language-speaking audiences both in
their homes and hand-held devices, through all manner of audiovisual digital pro-
duction and dissemination (Chandler 2004; Tarocco 2012). By beginning to map out
the diffusion of some Buddhist-inspired religious goods, practices and strategies, I
wish to complement on-going research on the qualitative/symbolic significance of
religious goods and shed further light on material religion in China. I will show
that modern technologies and socio-economic factors have contributed to the mul-
tiplication, accessibility and variety of Buddhist-inspired religious goods. By focus-
ing on a few specific case studies related to the practice of Chinese Buddhism, I will
argue that religious consumption is not a new or recent phenomenon. I will
argue, too, that the production and consumption of religious goods defy a
simple ‘market-theory’ model because it also encompasses Buddhist technologies
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of salvation. The ‘religious-economymodel,’ in which religious institutions are por-
trayed as operating within an openmarket, competing among themselves and with
other cultural institutions for membership and support mainly through the distri-
bution of religious ‘goods’ and ‘rewards,’ while certainly useful and instructive,
does not provide a full account of Chinese people’s religious preferences or
choices in relation to Buddhism, and is not entirely helpful in examining patterns
of religious consumption. Instead, I propose to look more closely at indigenous
ideas regarding notions of mediation, efficacy (ling 靈) and traces ( ji 跡), and to
revisit Walter Benjamin's reflections on how mass mediation affects the aura of
the original.1

The present analysis is based in part on data I gathered in China, Hong Kong and
Taiwan between 1995 and the present, by interviewing religious communities’
representatives and attending ceremonies, workshops and religious festivals.2

Material religion in Chinese history: a brief overview of the Buddhist world

Religious consumption is not a new or recent phenomenon either in China or else-
where.3 Historically, Chinese Buddhists never adopted a radical rejection of the
material world. On the contrary, for them ‘objects render the sacred tangible and
proximate. Things allow one to communicate with deities and sense their presence’
(Kieschnick 2003: 23).Material culture is as fundamental to Chinese Buddhists as are
writing, doctrine, texts or ritual. In fact, a deep and persisting belief in the accumu-
lation of religious merit and in the efficacy of merit transference to others, and
especially to the deceased, coupled with a preoccupation with materializing such
merit and venerating sacred objects, can be seen as elements central to the practice
and understanding of Chinese Buddhism.4 Jacques Gernet describes in detail
many religious ceremonies taking place in the wealthy southern city of Hangzhou
and capital of the Southern Song dynasty in the 13th century. On the eighth day of
the fourth lunar month, city dwellers celebrated the birthday of the Buddha. They
first hired boats to go out into Hangzhou’s large lake and free into its waters ‘a

1According to Charles Muller (2007), ji can be ‘the results, or after-effects of something, especially
Buddhist teachings’ and can often be translated simply as ‘teaching.’ See also Benjamin (1999a).
2Between the years 1995 and 1999, I conducted multiple interviews with the monks Guangfu and
Rending of Wenshu Monastery in Chengdu, as well as with Guopang of Tiexiang Nunnery, outside
Chengdu. In Hangzhou, I talked at length in 1998 and 2002 with the scholar Chen Xing, Director of
the Hongyi and Feng Zikai Research Centre. In Beijing (1995–98) and Wutaishan (September 1998),
during the celebrations for anniversary of two thousand years of Buddhism in China (Jinian Zhongguo
Wutaishan Wuding Wenshu pusa kaiguang fahui 紀念中國五台山五頂文殊菩薩開光法會), I was lucky to
share the numerous insights and profound knowledge of the Chinese Buddhist world of Professor
Tian Qing (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences). In Shanghai, where I have lived for extended
periods since 1999, I have continuously conversed and interviewed practitioners and visited all major
Buddhist monasteries and sites, often taking part in ceremonies and rituals, together with prominent
scholars and lay persons, including Qian Renkan. I have also been fortunate enough to meet Feng
Zikai’s daughter, Feng Yiyin and Liu Zhiping’s son Liu Xueyang, and numerous laymen and laywomen,
including Song Haidong and Zhu Julan. I have also conducted numerous visits to Putuoshan and to the
Jingling Buddhist Press in Nanjing.
3McDannell (1995) and Moore (1994) have eloquently shown that the distribution of popular religious
goods, including images of Jesus, wax crosses, morality tales and theatrical revival sermons, have
been an integral part of the American religious experience since the late 1700s.
4Cf. Strickmann (1996) and Foulk and Sharf (1993–94).
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myriad furred, feathered and scaly animals’ that had previously been purchased
alive in themarkets in order to acquire religiousmerit (gongde功德) through the ‘pro-
tection of life.’Eventually, the ritual of bathing Buddhist statues took place, whereby
monkspoured sugaredwater andflower adornments on the images and then carried
them in processions while asking for alms (Gernet 1962: 193).5

Visual practices are shown in early Buddhist sources as primary means of culti-
vating the faith, a necessary precondition for proceeding along the Buddhist spiri-
tual path. In his recently published book, Thus Have I Seen: Visualizing Faith in Early
Indian Buddhism, Andy Rotman (2008) shows how images functioned as a key for
opening up Buddhist conceptualizations and ways of categorizing the world. The
Buddha’s image was constructed as a relic of the Buddha and the practice of
making and distributing images is again viewed as a way of acquiring religious
merit. One of the main raisons d’etre for the making of the ‘first’ image of the
Buddha was to aid contemplation during the time when the Buddha would no
longer be around to preach, and looking at it is said to be no different from
looking at the Buddha’s [actual] body (Lancaster 1974).6

In Shaping the Lotus Sutra: Buddhist Visual Culture in Medieval China, Eugene
Y. Wang (2005) focuses on the medieval Chinese Buddhist images referred to as
‘transformation tableaux’. These take their subjects from Buddhist scriptures,
and, in particular, from specific descriptions of transformative and miraculous
experiences including rebirth in a Buddhist Land, the intervention of bodhisattvas
in human affairs, the transfiguration of human beings into other forms as a result of
karmic consequence, images of hell, and all other events that are compelling to
humans because of their liminal and numinous nature. Such images, serving
ritual ends, can frequently be seen on the walls of Buddhist temples and monas-
teries, and were typically commissioned from artists and craftsmen by both mon-
astic and lay patrons (Wang 2005: 119). The icon was often part of the pattern of
interaction between monasteries and their patrons. Buddhist charitable organiz-
ations (yi 邑) existed as early as the Northern and Southern dynasties (420–589).
Lay adherents organized themselves to finance religious activities in Buddhist
monasteries, in particular the erection of monuments bearing images of Buddhas
and bodhisattvas. Monks and nuns might become officers or members of these reli-
gious associations, or at least they were glad to work through patron groups. From
the middle of Tang (618–907) times, similar organizations, (yishe 邑社) financed
activities such as the recitation and copying of sutras and the printing and
making of images. In the 9th and 10th century there were usually ten to 15 such
clubs attached to one monastery (Gernet 1999: 253–277; Yang 1950).7

In Ming times (1368–1644), Buddhism was a major force, its grand ritual cer-
emonies and masses for the dead serving the ancestor cult at all levels of society.
Buddhist monasteries and monastic precincts were important public places open
to all and to a variety of pursuits.

5For the practice of liberating animals in later Buddhism cf. also J. Handlin-Smith (1999).
6Note, however, that the notion of animated icon, that predates Buddhism’s spread in China, ran against
elite intellectual doctrinal approaches and thus some early canonical sources indicate that images are
only made so that people can ‘make merit.’ See especially Faure (1991 and 1996) but also Strickmann
(1996), Foulk and Sharf (1993–94). Cf. also Barrett (2005).
7Cf. also Liu Shufen (2007, 2009).
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By bestowing buildings, icons, plaques, steles, and sutras, upon Buddhist monas-
teries, the court not only accumulated religious merit, but also linked the magni-
ficence of the church and state, giving people remote from the capital glimpses of
imperial majesty and building cultural capital on the local level. The people pre-
sumably repaid such imperial largess with loyalty and prayers for the well-being
of the nation and its rulers. (Weidner 2001: 219)

Buddhist invocation rituals are performed in front of the principal icon, that is, the
‘manifest body of a Buddha, bodhisattva, or other divine being that functions as the
central object of devotion, the primary recipient of offerings, and a major source of
the rite’s efficacy’ (Sharf 2002: 116).8 Bernard Faure (1996) has eloquently shown
that the ritual veneration of icons must be understood in terms of ling (靈) a poly-
semic term that underlines all ritual practice in the Sino-Japanese Buddhist context.
Ling is ‘the supernatural,’ the ‘numinous’ and, in combination, it appears as ling-
xiang (靈像): the ‘spiritual icon’ that is religiously efficacious. Ling is, in Faure’s
words, ‘the efficacy attributed to the spirits of the dead and to invisible forces.’ It
encapsulates the idea of a ‘force that circulates, that one can harness or lose.’ In
as much as it follows the logic of ling, argues Faure, the Buddhist imaginaire
must be conceived of ‘on the mode of the debt and the gift rather than that of
belief, as act rather than thought; but also on the mode of gift-giving, as something
that breaks the economic circle, moving beyond into pure loss or expenditure’
(Faure 1996: 282–284).
One of Chinese Buddhists’ favorite information technologies is woodblock print-

ing, which, as T. H. Barrett has shown, had its origins in China as a medium for the
reproduction of Buddhist texts, which was practiced on such a massive scale that it
required a technological shift from the otherwise highly efficient manuscript
culture (Barrett 2001, 2008). Initially, the short printed Buddhist texts were not
meant to be read but rather were construed as relics to embody the Buddha’s con-
tinued presence in the world. Commercial printing of Buddhist texts was practiced
by about 900 and became widely available and accepted by all by the following
century (Barrett 2008: 132). Buddhist texts, of course, could also be ‘burned,
drowned, eaten or hidden in inaccessible places, since their messages were not
necessarily directed at human beings’ (Barrett 2008: 54).
In the 20th century,with improvements inmanufacturing and the development of

non-print media technologies such as radio and television, Buddhist religious con-
sumption took on new dimensions in the selling and professing of the sacred.
More religious products are now available than at any other time, including a
wide array of knickknacks, cards, bumper stickers, rosaries, pre-recorded liturgies
and rituals, DVDs on the life of eminent Buddhist clerics and so on. All of this is
often sold in Buddhist religious stores (Ashiwa 2000; Ng 2000; more on this
below). Even in the 1930s, Buddhist laypersons and entrepreneurs took hold of
the airwaves to broadcast theBuddhadharma (teaching of Buddhism) and rival Chris-
tian missionaries’ widespread use of music and hymnody (Tarocco 2007: 116–123).
Just the rise of the coastal city of Ningbo as a commercial center in the Sui-Tang

8There are several theories and several different classification systems regarding the nature of Buddha’s
‘bodies.’ The list of ten bodies, for example, includes the body of enlightenment, the body of transform-
ation, the body of preservation of the true teachings (these being the relics of the Buddha), the body
adorned with excellent physical characteristics due to great merit, the body manifested at will according
to occasion and so on, cf. Guang Xing (2005: 161).
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(581–907) era was accompanied by an initial flourishing of Putuoshan as a pilgrim-
age site, the revitalized interest in thepilgrimage toGuanyin’s bodhimaṇḍaor ‘place of
enlightenment’ in the early 20th centurygrew togetherwith the emergence of Shang-
hai as a commercial and cultural capital, especially after steamship service made
travel between the island and the city faster and more comfortable (Yu 1992).9

And it is to theworldof inter-war Shanghai Buddhismas an example of the complex-
ity of modern consumption and religious practices that I shall now turn – a world, I
will argue, that defied easy categorization as either ‘religious culture’ or ‘market
culture.’ Shanghai Buddhists’ religious consumption overlapped multiple spheres
of life, including the economic marketplace, identity formation/maintenance, par-
ticipation in a religious tradition and entertainment.10

‘Doing’ Buddhism in modern China

I don’t like Mickey Mouse and the Silly Symphonies, but it can be so different, I
can do Chinese legends, do them like Buddhist paintings. (Eileen Chang, The
Fall of the Pagoda [1968, originally published in Chinese in 1938]).11

The privileged setting for the modern approach to ‘doing’ Buddhism is inter-war
Shanghai, the quintessential ‘modern’ Chinese city, a city run by both Chinese and
foreign powers and populated bymigrants and sojourners often unable to maintain
strong social links to their places of origin because of ongoing wars and revolutions.
Perhaps not surprisingly, many of these people were avid consumers of religious
goods. In Shanghai, both private initiative and private capital drove both Buddhist
laity and clerics, often functioning apart from mainstream organizations, to play a
greater role in the production of imagery, the founding of temples, and the creation
of spiritually potent places, both at temple compounds and elsewhere. The climate
of heightened religious competition due to the perceived threat of the Protestant
and Catholic missionary presence contributed to stimulate the emergence of a
new type of communication tool in the form of illustrated magazines and period-
icals containing (mostly) black and white drawings and photographs of Buddhist
inspiration and content as well as written texts. These magazines, of which there
were many, were published in relatively small numbers but had a great impact
on several Buddhist communities, and still do. Their publishers perceived them
as key proselytizing tools geared towards a wider dissemination of Buddhist voca-
bulary and imagery (Kiely 2010; Tarocco 2007;Welch 1968).12 I suggested elsewhere
that, since more or less the 1920s, Chinese Buddhists became conversant with inter-
nationally circulated discourses and practices regarding the relationship between

9On pilgrimage cf. also Reader and Walter (1993); on recent attitudes to pilgrimage in Japan see Reader
(1987); on new technologies and charismatic non-Western religious movements see for example Hackett
(1998).
10An interesting example of Buddhist cosmopolitanmodernity in Japan is the transformation of the hana-
matsuri花祭 (the celebration of Buddha’s birthday) into the Lumbini Festival, marking the passage from a
local festival to an international one and a public mass spectacle (Snodgrass 2009).
11Here, Chang is referring to the work of the Wen brothers, pioneers of the Chinese animation industry
and active in Shanghai in the 1930s.
12I suggested elsewhere that in the 1920s Chinese Buddhists became conversant with internationally cir-
culated discourses and practices regarding the relationship between religion and the modernmedia. The
very flexibility of the terms and the technologies involved allowed them to be translated around the
globe as well as be adapted to local circumstances and to generate local meanings.
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religion and the modern media. The very flexibility of the terms and the technol-
ogies involved allowed them to be translated around the globe as well as be
adapted to local circumstances and generate local meanings (Tarocco 2007).
It was precisely the establishment of a new readership community through the

diffusion of the modern Buddhist press that offered a degree of visibility to cultural
activists at a time when traditional religion was coming under increasing pressure.
The wealthy business classes that developed in these communities were patrons of
Buddhism. They engaged in a frenzy of construction of monasteries and Buddhist
buildings that has few precedents in history. At the forefront of these activities were
monks and nuns known not only for their learning or charisma but also for their
fundraising and entrepreneurial talents. Never part of a cohesive movement,
Chinese Buddhist cultural activists and entrepreneurs followed a more or less
loose collection of ideas and practices spread over several Chinese localities
where men and women who identified themselves as Buddhists enjoyed novel
modes of cultural production and consumption.13 For instance, at least 149 new
monasteries and halls were built in the rapidly modernizing and cosmopolitan
Shanghai of the 1930s, including important complexes such as the Fazangsi, the
Huguosi and the Qingliangsi. Before 1949, the city counted at least 300 Buddhist
buildings staffed by some 5000 clerics. One of Shanghai’s then-richest men, the
Baghdad-born Silas Hardoon, whowasmarried to a Buddhist practitioner and ben-
efactor, built a temple and several other Buddhist buildings in his expansive Aili
gardens located in downtown Shanghai (Betta 2000).14 By the late 1940s, according
to a directory of the Shanghai Buddhist Association, several of the city’s monas-
teries and shrines were located in the new Shanghainese dwellings where the
majority of Shanghailanders conducted their everyday existence since the 1870s
(You Yuwei 1988: 136–137).
Lay Buddhists were active entrepreneurs. We now know that for years they

looked with interest at new media and that novel kinds of religious goods
emerged in the interactions among Buddhism, transnational wealth and capital,
and new technologies.15 James Brooks Jessup (2010) describes the genesis of two
major lay Buddhist organizations in 1920s Shanghai: the World Buddhist House-
holder Grove and the Pure Karma Society (Fojiao jingye she 佛教淨業社). The
former aimed to create a novel space for participation in lay Buddhist life by
trying to unify a number of pre-existing practices as well as promoting new
ones. For instance, lay Buddhists sought to institutionalize charity work, including
flood relief, the running of soup kitchens and the establishment of schools. The
Pure Karma Association played host to the first successful pan-Chinese Buddhist
organization, the Chinese Buddhist Association founded in 1929 and dominated
by Shanghai lay Buddhists. In the same period, members of the World Buddhist
Householder Grove launched the Shanghai Buddhist Books publishing house

13For the religious context in China at end of the 19th century see Goossaert (2006: 307–336). For Bud-
dhist-inspired cultural activism in pre-Communist-era Shanghai see Barmé (2002), Brooks-Jessup
(2010), Tarocco (2007) and Welch (1968).
14Between 1909 and 1913, Hardoon and his wife Luo Jialing also sponsored the publication of the
Chinese Canon of Buddhist scriptures, one of the largest collections of texts in the world, a huge scho-
larly and financial undertaking for a private individual and donor; cf. Barrett (n.d.).
15For examples of Buddhist transnational wealth and activities see Ashiwa (2000), Chandler (2004) and
Snodgrass (2009).
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(Shanghai foxue shuju 上海佛學書局), a joint stock limited-liability corporation that,
while run for profit, was solely dedicated to spreading the teachings of Buddhism
through the production of Buddhist goods. In the 1930s this company had a tre-
mendous impact on Chinese Buddhism: they produced scriptures, tracts written
in the vernacular for the purpose of being more accessible to larger audiences
and Buddhist periodicals with large circulations. They also produced all manner
of religious paraphernalia, recorded gramophone records of Buddhist chants and
sermons and began to run a Buddhist radio station (more on this below).
The wealthy layman Yang Wenhui 楊文會 (1837–1911), a keen photographer,

brought photographic equipment back to Nanjing and Shanghai from his official
missions to Britain and France in the late 19th century. He even provided some
of the studios in Shanghai with their first cameras (Yang Buwei 1947). After this
initial impulse, the use of photography in Buddhist religious portraiture and
deathbed images became fairly widespread among Chinese Buddhists. In a parallel
case in Tibet, as early as the 1910s, the photographic portrait existed alongside, and,
to a certain extent, even replaced, the earlier iconometric codes deployed in painted
ritual portraits. This is because the mimetic act of the photograph could, argues
Claire Harris (1999), confer sanctity to its subject in the creation of Tibetan
photo-icons, the photographic portraits of the Dalai Lama and other senior
monks that are displayed in altars and shrines.
In the 1930s and 1940s, Chinese monks used photographic portraits to instruct

their followers on the signs of predestination on the faces of very young children,
who were then tonsured when they were as early as four years old.16 Intriguingly,
prominent monks also posed for photographic portraits in the guise of the pot-
bellied Maitreya, the Buddha of the future age. Together with the idiosyncratic
arhats (luohan 羅漢), this figure is portrayed in pre-modern art and literature as a
sort of divine fool, whose divinity is disguised by an eccentric physical appear-
ance.17 There is also evidence that photographs of the ‘uncorrupted’ bodies of
deceased monks circulated among Buddhist worshipers in China and Taiwan,
where non-putrefaction has long been taken as evidence of sanctity, as witnessed
by the practice of worshiping ‘flesh bodies’ (roushen 肉身). These are mummies
of eminent monks, whose bodies are said not to have succumbed to the normal
process of decomposition, of which perhaps the most famous one is that of the
sixth patriarch of the Chan School, Huineng, kept at Nanhuasi in Guangdong.18

Today, followers venerate the roushen as well as the photographic portraits of the
Master Xingci, who established the Fazangjiang Monastery in Shanghai in 1924.19

Hongyi 弘一 (1880–1942), one of modern China’s most eminent monks, was the
subject of numerous drawings by one of his favorite lay disciples, the famous visual
artist Feng Zikai 豐子愷 (1898–1942). Even more intriguingly, he is portrayed in
numerous photographs (Chen Xing and Zhao Changchun 1999). One of modern
Shanghai’s most important temples, Yufosi, displays the photographs that have
acquired a special meaning among practitioners, including the memorable

16See Welch (1967: 501, n. 22).
17Cf. Welch (1967: 343–344 and passim). China’s most famous Buddhist reformer, Taixu, among others, is
also portrayed in countless photographs.
18This practice was still very common in 20th-century China, as attested by various sources, including
Prip-Møller (1937: 179) and Yetts (1911: 699–725).
19Cf. the sources underlying the biography of Xingci 興慈, Chen Qubing (2002).
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‘deathbed’ photograph analyzed in an essay by Raul Birnbaum (2007). The photo-
graph shows the monk reclining on his right side, his eyes closed, in the manner
typical of the Nirvāṇa type of representation: the final release of the historical
Buddha. In fact, the hand-written inscription over the photo informs us that this
is the eminent monk’s niepan ruixiang (涅槃瑞相) or ‘auspicious sign of
Nirvāṇa.’20 In a recent monograph on this topic, Sonya Lee has argued that
Chinese Buddhists have been responsible for important innovations linking the
historical Buddha Śākyamuni to the Buddha of the future age, Maitreya, a soterio-
logical strategy of hope and continuity in an age dominated by the fear for the
imminent end of the Dharma, the Buddhist Law (mofa 末法).21 In establishing
such a connection, Chinese artists abandoned the Indic convention of placing
the Parinirvāṇa scene solely within the visual narrative of Śākyamuni’s life. This
development marked the start of native interpretations of the Nirvāṇa paradigm
(Lee 2010).
Modern Buddhists are of course aware of this parallel and there is

considerable pressure in monastic circles to achieve such a death, for which
special training is required (Birnbaum 2007). The photograph, argues Raul
Birnbaum, is not only ‘a portrait,’ but also ‘because it is a postmortem artifact, it
finds a natural place among the remains of the master’ (2007: 198), in other
words, among his relics. The devotion for the remains of venerable monks,
whose sanctity elevates them to Buddha status, is yet another expression of
Nirvāṇa devotion, argues Lee (2010). Intriguingly, in Buddhist-inspired literary
Chinese, when one thinks of the miraculous images (ruixiang 瑞像) – where the
first character, ‘auspicious,’ is the same used here in the inscription on Hongyi’s
photograph, one is immediately reminded of the term used by the eminent Tang
scholar-monk and pilgrim to India, Xuanzang (玄奘) (602–664), to refer to the
very first miraculous image of Śākyamuni Buddha carved in sandalwood (cf. Soothill
and Hodous [1937: 407]).22 Talking to this first image of himself, which could not only
listen to him but also walk, Śākyamuni said: ‘After my Nirvāṇa, you will serve as
model to the four categories of followers’ (quoted in Faure 1998: 782).23

In Buddhist Chinese, xiang (像) means ‘similar,’ ‘semblance,’ but also ‘image,’
‘portrait’ and ‘form.’ Xiang (相) is an ‘attribute,’ a ‘mark,’ or a ‘distinctive
feature.’ In this latter sense it is often used to translate the Sanskrit lakṣaṇa; a
Buddha is recognized by his 32 lakṣaṇa, his 32 characteristic physiological

20The image has been reproduced in many commemorative volumes of the master’s life that I have seen.
Cf. Lin Ziqin (1995). It is also available online, cf. for example Thomas Hahn’s http://hahn.zenfolio.com/
p368676071/h20c4842#h20c4842.
21On mofa-related teachings, practices and prophecies of decline cf. Hubbard (1999).
22Stories about miraculous images (ruixiang) were recorded in various text sources compiled during the
sixth and seventh centuries and range from the Biographies of Eminent Monks (Gaoseng zhuan 高僧傳,
T.2059, 50: 322–424) by Huijiao 慧皎, from around 531, to the Assembled Records of Response of the Three
Jewels in the Spiritual Realm (Ji shenzhou sanbao gantong lu集神州三寶感通錄, T#2106, 52: 404–435), com-
piled in 664 by Daoxuan 道宣(596–667).
23The Biographies of Eminent Monks (Gaoseng zhuan) was completed around 530 by Huijiao (497–554). Ear-
liest references to the creation of a first image by Udyāna (優填 or優陀延王), King of Vasta, are found in
two canonical scriptures on image making: the Sutra Spoken by the Buddha on the Making of Buddha Images
(佛說作佛形象經, T. 692, 16:788a-c) translated in the Later Han-dynasty (25–220), and the Sutra Spoken by
the Buddha on the Retribution of Merits [Attained by] Making and Installing Buddha Images (佛說造立形象福

報經, T. 693, 16:788c-790a) translated in the Eastern Jin dynasty (317–420).
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marks.24 These semantic layers seem to come to the surface in the understanding of
photographic portraits of Buddhist masters and perhaps, more generally, in all
photography-related terminology in modern China. As in Buddhism, a photo-
graph in modern Chinese can be xiang and xiang, an image, a liking, a semblance,
but also a distinctive feature and a trace.25

Memorial photos of masters, together with the reliquaries containing their cre-
matory relics (sheli[zi] 舍利子, śarīra) serve, among other things, as a ‘constant
remainders of transience’ (Birnbaum 2007: 184). At the same time, they can also
be seen, since practitioners choose to pair them with sheli, a more traditional
form of imagery, as a modern medium partaking of Chinese Buddhism’s strategies
of presence. The standardized production of icons and consequent production of a
sort of commodity fetishism is not a new phenomenon, as studies on medieval
Japan have recently demonstrated. This shift, argues Bernard Faure, marked ‘a
watershed in icon production (and perhaps in icon reception).’ But the cultic
value of the image does not disappear because ‘the dissemination of power or sacr-
ality (ling) is what justifies the multiplication of icons in the first place. Depending
on circumstances, this dissemination can reflect (or produce) both an increase and a
decrease in belief’ (Faure 1998: 802). The Buddhist tradition, while constantly pre-
occupied with authenticity and origins, has also actively explored the possibilities
intrinsic in all kinds of traces, remains, relics, images and shadows.

Figure 1. The cartoon (manhua) ‘Meat’.
Source: Feng Zikai, Zikai manhua quanji, 5 vols, Shanghai: Kiaming Shudian, 1945.

24Cf. Muller (2007), http://buddhism-dict.net/ddb.
25Cf. A New Century Chinese Dictionary (2002: 1781–1782).
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In the 1930s, Hongyi energetically participated in not only the production of his
own photographic traces, but also in the production of other Buddhist religious
goods both traditional (calligraphies and couplets to be displayed at monasteries)
and modern (including books of Buddhist-inspired comics [manhua], as well as
newly composed songs and hymns) to be purchased in the marketplace. Together
with his disciple, Feng Zikai, he published the Drawings to Protect Life (Husheng
huaji 護生畫集), which contained his calligraphy and choice of texts, as well as
images that contributed to visualizing for modern urban audiences traditional Bud-
dhist preoccupations with vegetarianism and the ‘protection of life’ (Barmé 2002;
Tarocco 2007). These images are available today in a plurality of formats and
through a variety of media, from morality books freely distributed in monasteries
to the Internet. Contemporary Buddhists, moreover, endlessly reproduce and
consume the voice-based compositions pioneered by Hongyi in the 1930s. Embra-
cing musical modernity and reproduction technologies, he and other Buddhist acti-
vists chose to incorporate some elements of the modern global soundscape
(Western-influenced and mass-mediated) in their own musical idiom (Jones 1999;
Kraus 1989; Tarocco 2007). While marking a departure from traditional liturgical

Figure 2. The photograph, taken shortly after Hongyi’s ordination in 1918, portrays the monk
sitting on a raised platform flanked by his pupils Feng Zikai (right) and Liu Zhiping.
Source: Lin Ziqin, Hongyi dashi nianpu, Shanghai: Honghuayuan, 1944.
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music, the compositions and songs they wrote creatively adapted traditional Bud-
dhist language, teachings and imagery for audiences of modern consumers.
Already in 1934, a Buddhist association operated its own radio station in Shanghai
called the Buddha’s Voice (Foyin diantai 佛音電台), one of the first Buddhist radio
stations in the world. It broadcast daily a mixture of phonograph recordings of
liturgical chants ( fanbai) and of Hongyi’s and others’ newly composed Buddhist-
inspired songs to a sympathetic audience. We also know that in 1935–36, a Bud-
dhist publishing house produced two sets of vinyl records ( fohua changpian 佛化

唱片), now unfortunately lost, but there may have been many more (Tarocco
2007: 129–130). The most famous of these songs is The Song of the Three Jewels (San-
baoge 三寶歌) written by Hongyi together with the prominent activist monk Taixu
太虛 (1890–1947) in the 1930s. In the intervening decades since it was initially
printed in a popular Buddhist magazine, it has continuously been sung, printed,
recorded and adapted to shifting identity needs and religious and musical tastes,
especially since the 1990s: a period of nostalgic remembrance of pre-1949 Shanghai
that swept post-Maoist China and post-colonial Hong Kong. In 1990, the Shanghai
Music Publishing House produced an elegantly packaged critical anthology
entitled The Collected Songs by Li Shutong-Dharma Master Hongyi (Li Shutong-
Hongyi fashi gequ quanji 李叔同弘一法師歌曲全集), a work that ushered in several
other Hongyi-related religious goods. Work on the anthology was carried out by
a few personalities of the Shanghai Buddhist world and carried out under the

Figure 3. The score notation of The Song of the Three Jewels and Hongyi in a 1930s drawing
penned by Feng Zikai.
Source: Chen Faxiang, ed., Renjian ai wanqing, Shanghai: Dafalun shuju, 1948.
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aegis of governmental bodies in charge of religious affairs, namely the Bureau for
Religious Affairs of Shanghai (Shanghai zongjiaosuo 上海宗教所), the Chinese Bud-
dhist Association (Zhongguo fojiao xiehui中國佛教協會) and the local Shanghai Bud-
dhist Association (Shanghai fojiao xiehui 上海佛教協會).26

Among the contributors to the volume were Lin Ziqin, a prominent Buddhist
layman and author of the standard Buddhist biography of Hongyi (Hongyi fashi
nianpu), and two musicologists of the Shanghai Conservatory and Buddhist cultural
activists, Lin Peian and Qian Renkang. In 1997, the Frenchmusic label Ocora released
a CD with the title Hymns to the Three Jewels, curated by the musician and Chinese-
music expert François Picard. The CD originated from a series of actual ceremonies
organized at the Nanhai Monastery in central China, explicitly aimed at rivaling ‘the
ever-increasing influence of popular music and karaoke.’ Today, the song is available
in digital format through a number of retailers immediately associated with Bud-
dhism, including shops attached tomonastic compounds, but it is also found inmain-
streammusicandaudiovisual stores and, of course, throughvarious Internetwebsites.
European-style symphonic music, karaoke-style chanting and CDs of pop Bud-

dhist-inspired tunes are only a few of the many faces of the contemporary world of
audiovisual Buddhism.27 Interestingly, the influence of Western musical idioms and
theories, and of modern, mass-mediated songs, has determined a number shifts in
the perception of the past musical heritage and in the performance of traditional
ritual repertoires. As retailers have invented various labels to identify ‘ethnic’ and
‘world’ music for listeners who seek a more varied, exotic musical fare, a new
market is emerging today for ‘Buddhist music’ ( fojiao yinyue佛教音樂) in China and
theChinese-speakingBuddhistworld. Evidence suggests that increasingly large audi-
ences consume a plethora of Buddhist goods, including the comics, photographs,
songs, drawings and calligraphies associated with Hongyi and Feng Zikai. As in
pre-modern China the possession of the portrait of a Chan master was proof of a
karmic connection between the subject of the portrait and the owner of the portrait
itself; the collectionof spirit tablets andhalls inChanmonasterieswere seenas a ‘stock-
pile of charisma’ (Sharf 1992), today’s practitionersmaybe equally compelled toowna
photographic portrait/icon of a modern eminent master, to purchase a collection of
their sermons, or a CDwith their musical compositions.While the mechanism of effi-
cacy remains the same, Buddhist goods are more diverse and more available than in
the past, especially to those who do not belong to the economic and social elites.

Conclusion: ‘doing’ Buddhism in the Chinese digital age

Mediation through or with material objects is crucial to the practice of Chinese Bud-
dhism. Unique in the modern and postindustrial eras, however, is the fact that such
mediation can be highly personal and readily accessible to larger and larger audi-
ences. The multiplication and diversification of the goods that are produced and
consumed and of the motivations of those that produce and consume them
further complicates any attempts at easy generalization.
A profusion of Buddhist images and sounds surroundmodern East Asia (Chand-

ler 2004; Ng 2000; Tarocco 2007). This is far from new phenomenon, for the

26Cf. Qian Renkang (1995) and Qian Renkang et al. ed. (1990).
27Interview with the layman Liu Xueyang, Shanghai, 12 August 1999. Interview with the cleric Shi
Rending, Chengdu, 13 April 1996.
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production, worship and veneration of ‘empowered’ objects and the ritual uttering
of magic formulas and chanting of scriptures have been and still are key Buddhist
practices, even before modern technologies and travel, among other factors,
allowed for their seemingly endless multiplication. In the Chinese digital age,
with its unprecedented amounts of economic power at the individual level,
choices in Buddhist religious consumption will grow all the more important and
could even transform how the religious and the sacred are experienced. Bud-
dhist-inspired religious experiences, which are so central to millions of Chinese
and Sinitic-language-speaking communities in Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore
and Chinese America, will need to be understood in more holistic and fluid way
than the ‘religious economy model’ affords. Chinese Buddhism displays a
vibrant religious goods culture, from shops selling ‘Buddhist artifacts’ (佛教文

物), very prominently in Taiwan, but increasingly in China’s metropolitan areas
as well (Shanghai, Hangzhou, Suzhou, for example) to their Internet outlets that
have embraced the rules of globalization and e-commerce. Monasteries in China
now market such goods as well (e.g., http://ltc.bailinsi.net/default.lq). Some
famous monasteries prominently display the link to their section on religious
merit (gongde maoming) on their home page, eventually listing the monies given
by each named donor for the ‘purchase’ of his or her religious good of choice
(e.g., Donglingsi in Jiangxi province, http://gd.donglin.org/gdfm/). There are
several examples of Internet-based versions of traditional ritual practices. For
instance, it is now possible to purchase virtual votive candles (e.g., http://www.
093.org.tw/content/servies/servies06.asp) or donate money to have a manuscript
digitalized for the International Dunhuang Project at the British Library and
then transfer the merit for the act to one’s parents (http://idp.bl.uk/forms/
sponsorSutraChoice.a4d).
Have shifts in the production and consumption of aural and visual Buddhist

goods influenced ritual behavior? Is modern technology affecting the way in
which Buddhism is learned, transmitted and practiced? Are modern Buddhist
goods produced in response to marketplace’s logics and strategies? While the
answer to these questions may be yes, I argue that Buddhist religious goods con-
tinue to function and be meaningful in ways that are unrelated to the ‘religious
economy model.’ Ethnographic data, for instance, points to the fact that mass-pro-
duced goods, from a CD to photograph, can be viewed as a sort of ‘spiritual ema-
nation’ of a Buddhist cleric or layperson who possess a special charisma connected
with what practitioners describe as a profound understanding of the Buddhist
teachings ( fofa 佛法), and/or piety and ascetic practice (or ‘virtuous practice’
dexing 德行).28

The contemporary production of some Buddhist goods recalls Walter Benjamin’s
discussion of The Work of Art in The Age of Mechanical Reproduction (1999). Mass-pro-
duced objects and religious goods, devoid of a context of ritual production, may be
regarded as less sacred, powerful or efficacious than, say, an amulet produced with
magical incantations. This much, Benjamin would have predicted: the mass-pro-
duced object, purchased in the market, lacks the aura of one empowered in the
context of ritual production. And yet, some mass-produced objects can still be

28Interview with the layman Liu Xueyang, Shanghai, 12 August 1999. Interview with the cleric Shi
Rending, Chengdu, 13 April 1996.
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activated through the ritual master’s magic and power. Intriguingly, in a later essay,
Some Motifs in Baudelaire (1999), Benjamin himself seems to have changed his mind
on the ‘loss of aura’ and expresses a rather more positive view on the reproduction
process and its relationship with ‘practice,’ one that seems to echo contemporary
Buddhist practices in China and East Asia.

If we designate as aura the associations which, at home in themémoire involontaire,
tend to cluster around the object of a perception, then its analogue in the case of a
utilitarian object is the experience which has left traces on the practiced hand. The
techniques based on the use of the camera and of subsequent analogous mechan-
ical devices extend the range of the mémoire volontaire; by means of these devices
they make it possible for an event at any time to be permanently recorded in terms
of sound and sight. Thus they represent important achievements of a society in
which practice is in decline. (Benjamin 1999b: 182)

Modern religious consumers engage with a plethora of piously coded objects mar-
keted in an ever-shifting landscape of faith, ritual action and consumption. In
today’s Shanghai, for instance, one can eat vegetarian Buddhist food at the Bud-
dhist Merit Grove vegetarian restaurant (Gongdelin功德林, also known by its
English name, ‘Godly’) every day. In so doing, one appropriates the logic of calend-
rical ritual abstinence frommeat in order to pursue a more personal ideal of health,
as well as of religious purity and piety.29

Charisma and aura find new ways to infuse themselves into mass-produced arti-
facts, and ‘sound’ becomes a powerful icon that represents the ‘voice’ of the
Buddha ( foyin佛音). Increasingly popular among Buddhists is an electronic
device (nianfoji 念佛機) that can continuously reproduce the liturgical recitation
of Buddha’s names and be conveniently placed anywhere, from a car or to a dom-
estic altar. Today, many Shanghai urbanites I have talked to are interested in pur-
chasing Buddhist religious goods: not only rosaries, candles and dharma musical
instruments, but also CDs, DVDs and Internet-based products. New media tech-
nologies (broadcasting, recording), moreover, become ways of extending a Bud-
dhist soundscape (a liturgy, a sermon) beyond its original spatiotemporal
occurrence. In this way, Buddhist-inspired pious commodities and the people
who use them defy discrete conceptions of materiality by attempting to construct
piety and efficacy through, rather than outside of, consumption. Of course, it
remains to be seen if Chinese Buddhists, in a similar way to others who have
embraced a particular kind of religious mediation, will eventually have doubts
or even distrust their chosen technologies, digital ones in particular.30
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